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If you watch the scene at the part where Dorothy hits the "main part" of the road, the red bricks veer off screen-right to Dorothy's left in an arc that
appears to simply be the edge of the circular pavilion. Edited accordingly. Jakes Christian Inspirational No ratings or reviews yet. Audience
General US: Trade. By using our site, you acknowledge that you have read and understand our Cookie PolicyPrivacy Policyand our Terms of
Service. In the film, a red brick road can be seen starting at the same point as the Yellow Brick Road but going in a different direction. I wanted
our heros marching along music strands and the next thing I knew the rainbow was taking off in a whirlwind of color! McLean Jun 19 '12 at The
road is an important key element used in the plot involving the book's characters. Thank you. Hot Network Questions. This particular road is a
very special The Wizard of Oz Collectible Set: A Commemorative Trip Down the Yellow Brick Road and can only be found in the magical Land
of Oz. Add to Trolley. All roads lead to Rome. They were leftovers from a project that never got off the ground. Related Your feedback The
Wizard of Oz Collectible Set: A Commemorative Trip Down the Yellow Brick Road us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers.
Where did the Red Brick Road lead to? We're off to see the Wizard! It seems like there's a road because of the way the yellow brick road is laid
out on the set. Nute productions Will Dorothy find her way home? Buy what you want today, pay for it over time. When Women Pray Hardcover
T. Get to Know Us. Kerry Kerry 7. This item doesn't belong on this page. Sorry, the original book only mentions "the" Yellow Brick Road, no
other colors. They were combined in the movie into a single character Glinda, the Good Witch of the North. If you run into any problems with
getting access to the files please let me know and I will send them to your e-mail. The Wizard of Oz Collectible Set: A Commemorative Trip
Down the Yellow Brick Road must for any collector Surprisingly informative and great to display. In tribute to Frank Baum's masterpiece, we've
rounded up our favorite Wizard of Oz worksheets and Wizard of Oz coloring pages for your little one to enjoy. In the books, there are two good
witches: Glinda in the south and another in the north. I can't help it, I'm British. TheLethalCarrot k 41 41 gold badges silver badges bronze badges.
I chose Somewhere Over the Rainbow. Already own it? From Wikipedia :. Will t If the movie encompassed more, a purple brick road and a blue
brick road may have been added as well. Active 2 months ago. The road is said to be made entirely of millions of heavy smooth bricks which are
all painted completely of a bright glowing yellow, the yellow is so bright it cannot be missed. In the original series of Oz books written by L. This
trick allowed the road to appear much longer than it actually was on the MGM stage to add on to it's look in the background sets since computer
graphics such as "CGI" did not exist yet. Please enter a valid email address. Frank Baumauthor and creator of the Oz legacy. Walmart Services.
This poppy craft is quick, easy and beautiful. Surprisingly informative and great to display. The map above does appear to be correct, however.
Also included: an opinion writing extension!
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